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Selecting friends of university students means how 
they choose the friends who are the wildest intercourse 
objects, including the same sex and opposite sex. This 
topic choosed bases on its academic and applied values 
that the behavior of selecting friends has important 
infection on university students’ social adaptation, 
psych-health, career development and quality of spirit 
life. Personally speaking, the standards and motivation 
of selecting friends are the foremost factors that have 
directly effect on their behavior.  
The standards of selecting friends are condition, 
proof or rule when the university students choose their 
friends on the base of their value judgment. The research 
shows the standards of selecting friends of university 
students ordinal are empressment and freedom, 
respecting others, toleration and goodness, nice spirit, 
honesty and honor, sense of humor, well consideration 














selecting friends are haggling over every ounce, 
greasiness, strong-jealousness, Roman holiday, using 
fellowship as well as hypocritical and selfish. What’s 
more, self-confidence and modesty, having common 
grounds along with making mischief are still main 
standards for the same sex in selecting friends. As to the 
opposite sex, they think the active and aspirant quality is 
crucial, while they have bad feeling against those riot 
and idleness.  
The motivation of selecting friends is the really and 
truly causes when the university students thought about 
choosing friends. In other words, what is the reason for 
their standards and behavior of selecting friends. This 
research indicates the motivations of selecting friends of 
university students mainly are intercommunion, sharing 
happiness and unhappiness; finding the same spirits, 
interchange and interencourage; keeping self 
psyche-health and harmony development; interadvance 














weakness during the course of  interhelpness. 
We can know the similarities and differences of 
university students in the attitude of selecting friends 
through this research, so does their orientation. 
Moreover, this research is the supplement and 
development in motivation of selecting friends of 
foregone. At the same time, it can offer the direction and 
improvement to the education of selecting friends. We 
hope this research can benefit the university students on 
their intercourse. 
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       行为倾向 
需求类型 
主动性 被动性 
包容 主动与他人交往 期待别人接纳自己 
控制 支配他人 希望别人引导 
感情 主动表示友爱 等待别人对他亲密 
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